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Human Rights critique and Deliberation past and present

Marie-Luisa Frick

r INrnoDUCTroN

It is anything but news that the widespread optimism about a global triumph of modern
human rights during their formative period in the second half of the 20th century has
evaporated at the same time as the belief in a happy "end of history." Discussions with
international lawyers these days lead to the standard diagnosis that the heyday of human
rights is over. There is no single reason for this sort of consciousness and if we wish to
make sense of what is happening in the world today and what is going on in people,s minds,
we have to be ready to participate in a journey to complexities that are often barely reducible
to digestible fragments and ambivalences that are sometimes difficult to endure.

The anxiety surrounding current developments in politics and society, in particular
among human rights practitioners and scholars, may very well be indicative of a larger
crisis. However, in order to understand what sort of crisis it actually might be - a crisis
brought about by increasingly hostile social environments or one that is (also) self-inflicted,
a crisis whose outcome will weaken human rights or strengthen them, and so on - we need
to refrain from taking this apparent anxiety as a prima facie proof that human rights are
in serious trouble.

The truth is that human rights have (almost) always been the source and object offierce
philosophical and political contestation:r They have been denigrated as dangerous fallacies
and as heresy and are still opposed on these grounds until the day; they have been criticized
from inside and from out to a degree that this very distinction has been dismantled; they
were annihilated for centuries in totalitarian and even genocidal regimes and they were
torn apart in the cold war; and just when many had hoped for the waves to finally calm
and for a new age of multi,lateral cooperation, international peace, and security to triumph,
terror and the war on terror began to gnaw away their contours.

#j:Y""::"9nT,-'Human Rights and the politics of Contestation,, in M. Goodale (e d.), Human Rights at,rte Lrossroads, Oxford. 3 I _44. (20I 3).
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Inlightofthecontinuouscritiqueof.humanrights,orthe.rightsofman'fromvarious
ideological directions" ;;;; siöge mentalit'it' t.tt. reriarkable' In the turbulent

and arduous history "f 
;;; rightslwhl hu't tho" who support or sympathize with

them not ,ro* u..u*oä *iu-* ,run, .rü0". 
"na 

it" deliberation that has

"*"'ffi **;:,ruX;*äT:ffi-'ä"'ffi i:"*-:'li'.'majo*hrus'1sor

human rights critiqu' ;;i; ';;;;ati"" 
u' *';;;s" "t::t:1'l'ls' 

and betraval' In

order to contribute ;';;;; 'eff-assured -n*dl' 
of human rights critique and

deliberation, "tt' 
oo'U"ii"it* *'* Wl ofno'n*"tights critique' I turn to questions

of how to assess 
'nt" 

t'i"t"ms' What' "nt' 
Af'-In"fttl them valid'and under whose

conditions? I discuss *; .;;;;.s for a justifiJ critique before turning to the question

of what types 
"f 

n"; ;;;t'nitot" iodd to"tt"' o'most at the Present time'

z Tunre Muon Tnnusrs or HuulN Rrcnrs CRTTTQUE

Beforetakingacloserlookatthreeinfluentialstrandsofhumanrights-criticisms,wehave

to clariff what 
...ritiq""",;.,t rrman ,igt tr" 

"r. 
,oppored to mean in this context' Starting

with the former: its etymological roots ,"r..1;;; critique entails acts of discriminating

anddeciding.Inwhatfollows'Iamconcernedwithcritiqueasacontrapositionor
opposition to ,"*.,n;;; builds on distinaltn, *a ;"ag-t""' critique and criticism'

which I use synonymoorly, ur" not subiecteJi. ntttn* qualification in this part since I

arr concerned *ith;;;;; qu'o1l'u*on rights critiquein another part'

I have selected Jree thrusts of human rights criticis*, putl.Td present' without'

however, .rui^irrg th;t th.r. .ut"gori., .-h*;;"il Ph.rro-t"" in this regard or that other

tyPes of critique are not relevant' ff" "o'o" 
ä'ää 'Jtttto" 

described below is that these

types of criticism "" 
;;;;'*t that.lo t"-;; rights-oriented person could actually

refuse to reflect on th-e* x t.ur, orr." *rh"J;;;;g"trr.i, .o*-itment at risk of yielding

to any randot bl:I' 
. . -f, L.-aan 'iohrs is concerned, it is impossible in this context

;:*nn'i'#J*H:*ää':::lJää;;'isn"'T:'''rish'1sdidno'1
just fall into oo, t"p, oniä io, uu, *a, ,rot*iJhrt*dirrg their persistence' they embody

a dynamic a..n.top-.rrt-ou., ,r,. course "f 
,";;;r;tl1""ät;1 years' The modern

rights of manwere then notyet our conte-n-*'nornan rights, andhuman rights critique

and deliberation account for this fact to *''iU"' but a small *:* Yet there is an

undeniable family r"r.-ir*ce befiveen rirn , "i-ä 
*d human rights and we therefore

,-*,*"1.'acroix&}..Y'Pranch&e,HumanRightsonTrial:AGenealogtoftheCritiqueofHumanRights
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cannot cast aside as obsolete, for instance, the objections feremy Bentham lodged against
the French Declaration des Droits de I'Homme et du citoyen (l7gr.3 Thus, criticism of
human rights is always directed at a specific version or manifestation of 'human rights',
the clarification of which should be the first step in any analysis. The target of critique in
the case of human rights are human rights in the eyes of someone, not human rights as
such. What human rights are, properly understood, and how, if at all, they are affected by
charges against them, cannot be decided without, first, passing through the wind tunnel
of critique.

To give a brief example: stephen Hopgood, portraying what he calls the ,.endtimes of
human rights,"a levels criticism against the "Human Rights Empire.', The primary objects
of his critique are bodies of intemational law, activists, and nongovernmental organizations,
not human rights declarations or covenants per se. To the extent that representatives of
international humanitarianism feel addressed because they build their work on a concept
and commitment to human rights, such critique, however, ls human rights critique _

unless' of course, the author ofthe critique emphasizes a sharp distinction between human
rights in the ideal sense and human rights in the hands of (wo)man. Hopgood sets..human
rights" apart from "Human Rights," tentatively approving ofthe former and disapproving
of the latter. What then are human rights really? Whether we side with Hopgood's critique
(in the holistic meaning of the word) or refute it, in both cases we are serving with an
answer.

2.1 Nai'vetö: Aspiration and Reality

Doubtlessly utopian from the onset and the 'last utopia' for the time being,5 human rights
traditionally attract criticism from those who see them as overambitious, as neglecting the
gap between aspiration and reality, and those who declare their preference for brute facts
over wishfirl thinking.

A modern version of human rights critique as a naive ideology has been put forward,
for example, by David Kennedy. Advocating a pragmatist stance, he argues that human
rights is too narrow a concept to improve human life and is not able to live up to the
exPectations of people around the world.6 "we promise more than can be delivered,,, he
says, "and come to believe our own promises. [...] Humanitarianism prompts us to hubris,
to an idolatrl about our intentions and routines, to the conviction that we know more

3 Cf' I' Bentham' Anarchical Fallacies. Being an Examination of the Declaration of Rights Issued During the

o !:Y! ^rr"lution, 
in The Work of leremi, Bentham,Vot. 2, Edinburgh . (179611843).' or nopgood , The Endtimes of Human Rights,Ithaca. (2013).

ä X.j:Y"T,The Last lJtopia: Human Rghx in n*tory,Cambridge, Mass. (2012).- " n'ennedy,TheDarkSidesofVirtue:Reassessinglnternationaliumanitaiankm,princeton.(2004).
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"AnarchicalFottori,'lläät"n**'," 
tä J'" *anifest aslanguage criticism'that
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.is, throurn*, *.irJä Declaration.ln't""ä t" nt authors from the revolutionary
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stressed:
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1l

Not a single man ["'] that ever *u' :: 
is' or will be' All men' on the contrary'

are born in subj"r*i" I ' 'i - ttre subjuSltlon of a helpless child to the parents

on whom he dtPt"dt;;"; moment for his existence'rr

Healsocriticizedthehollowrhetoricofequalityinthisfirstdeclarationof.humanrights'
on European 'oif' 

*t'iti-*u'''"'notd Ul tf i y*ican declarations and bills of rights'
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(t77'6)' int" is no factual equality between

human beings, *u ,t"tti;räa:ti-ve to"t'n **""' *nn*' stiPulations would' in
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D. KennedY,'Reassessin 
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In a play or a novel, an improper word is but a word: and the impropriety,
whether noticed or not, is attended with no consequences. In a body of laws -especially of laws given as constitutionar and fundamental ones - an improper
word may be a nationar calamity - and civil war may be the consequence of it.
Out of one foolish word may start a thousand daggers [. . .].r,

A particular tenet ofhis charge' according to which the drafters ofthe French Declarqtion
are naive beyond the pare, is their reference to naturar rights. Bentham,s verdict is
uncompromising: "Natural rights is simple nonsense: natural and imprescriptible rights,
rhetorical nonsense, nonsense upon stilts."ri He goes on to explain:

Right [.'.] is the chird of law: from rear laws come real rights;but from
imaginarylaws' from raws ofnature, fancied and invented bypoÄ, rhetoricians,
and dealers in moral and intellectual poisons, come imaginary rights [.,.].u

This impetus Bentham shares with another prominent poriticar phirosopher. when, in
1951' Hannah Arendt pubrished her study on The origins of Totatitarianism,,5 she had
lived through two worrd wars - as a chird and as an adurt. The horrors she experienced,
first and second hand, shaped her phiiosophy - in particular regarding the plight ofthe
masses of stateless people: refugees from war, internaüy drsplaced p.oit., denaturalized
or exiled dissidents, and' of course, the victims of the shoa, *t o ,.r. stripped of their
most basic rights' It is from this perspective that Arendt begins her interrogation of theFrench rights of man and their complex tensions, which emphasize the shared humanity
of all and assert themserves within a specific politicar people, that is, a nation. Since theFrench nation is not the equivalent of all the human inhabitants of the Earth, this leaves
us with the question ofhow universal rights protection can be sensibly guaranteed.

For Arendt, the apparent contradiction between ,,man,,and ..citizeni 
does not simplypoint to flaws in the revolutionaries' specific attempts to estabrish the rights of man butto a much greater structural problem that fundamentally ch a]Jenges any project of universalrights. How can rights be universal, that is, in this context, granted to everyone and

:? Bentham, r7e6/1s43.4s7.

11 Bentham, ngslßSl.sot.
l: Bentham, tzsetß+z.szzrJ H. Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism,New york. (1951).

ealllf become a convenient tool for basically anybody to justi4/ their actions. Bentham
wrltes:
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to found the concept of universal rights:

[I]t is of no use whatever to say' with Kant: Notice that what you have in

common,yourhumanityismore**.*inanthesetrivialdifferences.For
tn'p"opr""'""t'vt""'"*::"f.;ruiffi:ffi;:f:ät'lä:
sort' such people are mora.ttv "o-::^Til;.;,;;;ru* if he were a white'

someone who is not kin as if he *ttt 
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- is decisive in overcomin' t äU'"utgroup divides that are easily

Mtnty-Lurst' Fntcx

19 RortY,1993' 127

t6 Arendt, 1951' 288' 
cu..+- b e Hnrlev (eds.), or HumanRighß:

1'1 Arendt,1951' 293'

il il il;, fi "; ry-:ly:i".yi::f l.$ll?'li#,,'l 
s Shute & S Hurlev (eds

The Oxford AmnestY tec
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underestimated on the grounds of the Enlightenment,s anthropological
optimism,:o

2.2 Bias: [Jniversality and particularity

Human rights comprise entitlements assigned to every human being. This characteristicof beneficiary uniuersarism implies that eieryone, primarily stat.r, 
"r. 

under obligationto respect these entitrements - at least in the eyes of those who morally assign such rightsto members of the human species' This universal obligation in principle raises the questionof whether human rights compliance is burdensome for a[ to the same degree or whetherthe concept of human rights is inherentry biased towards some groups of people and theirrespective ethical and political orientations. If that were the cale, some critics of humanrights argue, these rights courd not be craimed or enforced without violating basicrequirements of fairness. They hence dispute that human rights are 
..a 

common standardof achievement for all peoples and all natiorrr," 
", 

the preamble t othe (Jniversal Declarationstates,2i un-less their respective curturar or ideorogicar outrooks are accommodated.
Human rights in particurar have faced charges of bias since they arose on a global stage,starting with the negotiations on the drafting of the [Jniversal Dectaration.The postcolonialturn in western political philosophy added to this dynamic, as have debates on Asian,African' Andean, or Islamic exceptionalism in the course of the last decades. Thesedevelopments have sparked fierce debates about the universality and particularity of human

lliflil" 
tntth descriptive assessments and normative evaluations are entangled in complex

In terms of bias' the poritical and moral undergirding of human rights, which arecommonly - and rightry - held to be of liberar and humanist origin, lie at the heart ofhuman rights criticism' when the committee tasked with drafting the (Jniyersal Declarationunder the auspices of the united Nations, Third committee, and with Eleanor Rooseveltrelentlessly balancing diverging interests in the wake of the emerging cold war, chargesof "western bias" were raised, predominantly from two sides. Socialist states, above all theUSSR' challenged the (traditional) prioritygiven to political and civiJ rights and demandeda greater consideration ofsociar, e.onomi., lrrd curtural rights.r, These siates arso expressedconcerns about unrestricted liberar rights, such as the right to freedom ofspeech, and they

-__
20

21

)1

23

3i,."J,":":l: u,to::,,?! of Human Rights, AlRES/3/217 (1e48).
'--' 's" a saJo (ed )' Human Rights with Morlesty: The Problem of (Jniversalßm,Dordrecht. (2004);L Donnelly, I,niversal Human Rigits in Throry ond'p;ro:rriir,nnuru.(2003). See also Frick, 20I9.;i,I,:::ni,::,1;,Xi.i,ilf 

;yj 
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(unsuccessfully)calledforrestrictionsonthedisseminationof..fascistpropaganda,''for

example.2n

AlthoughtheUDHR-unlikepreviousrightsdeclaratt:"t'-i]:n':substantialsocial
andeconomicentitlements,socialistStateswerenotsatisfiedsince,.intheiropinion,it
..was not sufficient a nr".rur- basic rights, ,".i "r,i. 

ttght to work' the right to equal

#;'-**-""'T$limi*fu*i***nö:l'l,11'5T;r;
As is well known, the 

YSSR 1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,::::'::,: ,;;;n*. in. USSR felt that the Declaration was

*i,;:f,*'lJ}'"ffi TiiXT:'if l'ö;,;o*,poriticarph'osophv'which
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separated from

others and rrom the ;;;;*"" :t: -']ä:::'r;i:,:;;:;:i,#ffi:Tfffi':"ä;

!r::;::::;;'::::::,::::r:;Ilil{'#x;;;;'rs 
- remansbiased"wardriberarism

has not disappeared ;;;;t collapse * *t üii* ut'a nu' recent\ been lamented by

samuel Moyn, *ho *go", that human ,run r"äan "in particular the distributional

victory of the rich'"27

InthecourseoftheprocessofdraftingthelJniversalDeclaration,üit$ralandideological

criticism was utro uot..l uy Islamic states. In n";;;;"t, the rights of freedom of religion

_ inthe case orunor,u,.l-"Jrrää. r,uä. **itt - inthe case of Muslimwomen marryng

non-Muslims - were challengedby.ni*':i (at least initially)' EgyPt'and Saudi Arabia'28

Uptothepresent,theextentäwhichhumanrightsshouldtakeintoconsiderationreligion
based reservations is one of the most .""o"".rrtt'Jt'-* rights theory' with what

authority, critics of f,um-a;;;, universalisrnurt, ao hberal democratic states demand

compliance *"o "*;;;"; 
i" ug"toutt no- u riutral democratic perspective but not

from an orthodox religious one? Discomr"l *J ** alleged western bias has spurred

alternative 'ignt' 
attritl;"'' *tt' u' tnt o'gäution ort-'tu-ic Cooperation's (olC's)
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;;;;t from the classical human rights corpus'
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j,1lilliä,l'?:r".,

25 l)N' MeetingRecord oJ t
",;iä"*,.,",,.^""r^{äfi;r"i::;#ffi1*,',,t_:U+ijg1#:inri)),,oo,,,0*,,,
27 S. Movn, Nof En*c!' 

i;:;';';;;;ptenary Meeting, At

:#itr:s*rry*ft:ffi 
il*äfr il*ä1trrrillä*it$#r

oractical measures to P:

ways to confront *t uüä"""ä oghäc""*tl Resolution on Sexual orientatton
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Human rights criticism is not absent from Christianity either. Although the Catholic
Church, for instance, renounced its opposition to the concept of human rights in the course
of the Second Vatican Council, reservations remain regarding the rights paradigm's alleged
uncurbed individualism in particular. In his address to the European Parliament in 2014,
Pope Francis expressively requested the development of "a culture of human rights which
wisely links the individual, or better, the personal aspect, to that of the common good.,,3'
Russian orthodox Christianity is particularly vocal about such concerns and is vigilant
against what are perceived as noxious Western influences.3r The liberal desire to grant
substantial freedoms to individuals without restricting them in terms of religious doctrine
is described as a deviation from "both the traditional morality and historical religions."32
As the World Russian People's Council, headed by the Patriarch of Moscow and all Rus,
states: "[T]he freedom of choice leads to self-destruction and loss of human dignity when
the choice is evil."33

Not only States and institutions that have coupled their legitimacy to religion have
positioned themselves within a global human rights discourse that aims at "truly universal"
rights beyond the Western model.3a Among others to have done so are those of the Andean
region that call for a more comprehensive concept of rights that make allowances for group
rights, in particular the rights of "Mother Nature." underlining the tenet ..that in very
crucial aspects human rights politics is a cultural politics,",r Boaventura de Sousa Santos
warns against human rights becoming a "globalized localism"36 that perpetuates Western
liberal hegemony at the expense of true universality.

Intheir African Charter on Human and Peoples'RLghrs (known as the Banjul Charter),
member states of the African Union (AU) stressed their communitarian orientation, with
a special emphasis on human duties, signaling that previous human rights declarations
and treaties had not entirely served their social and cultural needs.3t Such claims of
exceptionalism or Western bias also shaped the so-called 'Asian values' debate in the

li
l'i

,l

I

,'t

rl

oIC' Press release' (2018). Available at https://www.oic-iphrc.orglen/press-details.php?id=
MTIwOTIwMThpSUNfeCMheA==.

30 Pope Francis' 'Address ofPope Francis to the European Parliament', 25 November 20 14. Available at https:
I lw2'vatican.val content/francesco/en/speeches/20i4lnovember/documents/papa-francesco_ 20l4rl25

- strasburgo-parlamento-europeo.html.
3t K. Stoeckl, The Russian Orthodox Church anil Human Righfs, London. (2014).32 World Russian People's council, Declaration on Human Rights and Dignity. (2006).Available at https://

mospat.ru/archive I enl 2006 / 041 307 28 l,
13 World Russian people's Council,2006,J4 

-cf' 
also M'-L' Frick, 'universal claim and Postcolonial Realities. The Deep unease over western-centred

Human Rights Standards in the Global South', in S. S. Bagchi & A. D as (eds.), Human Rights anit the Third.
1! Wo.rld: [ssues and Discourses,Lanham. 17-13. (ZOIZ).Jr ts de Sousa Santos, 'Human Rights as an Emancipatory Script? cultural and political conditions,, in B. de
a. Sousa Santos (ed,.), Another Kiowledge is possibli, Bryior4 },1onOrrn Episternologies, London. 6. (2012).
:: de Sousa Santos,20t2,8.r/ AU' ACHPR. (1981). Available at http://www.achpr.org/fiJes/instruments/achpr/banjul-charter.pdf.
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1990s.38 Again, the mainstream Western liberal orientation was confronted with charges

of being biased against o"iü"" "t"es' 
As Lee Kuan Yew argued:

We must not allow ourvalues and our philosophy of what is good government

to be overwht'J;; ;;'i*ata' u"a no""' of the contempolnry west'

regardless "f 'htt;:;ä;;-;t' 
1c-11]' 

ttotomic and political conditions'

simply becau"' ;;;t ;;t utlng tt'e wt;;;* the material abundance and

teÄolo gical suPerioritY'3e
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(instead ofbeing attentive to women's social predicaments), human rights would overlook
specific female experiences and suffer from a structural androcentric bias.

2.3 Betrayal: The people versus The Establishment

AJthough feminist critiques of human rights in the tradition of critical theory are
mainstream among academic elites, these have not yet expanded beyond that domain, and
have even met with considerable resistance among larger populations in Western societies
where in recent decades substantial resentment towards'human rights'has mounted and
even appears to be growing. The 'populist threat' to human rights, as many today label it,
is of course too simplistic a diagnosis for the current state of affairs, yet a profound crisis
of the plausibility of human rights can be substantiated with high-ranking politicians
openly slamming 'human rights' or norms associated with them. Populista5 criticism takes
the form of two connected lines of reasoning: First, it is assumed that the human rights
'establishment,'that is, scholars, activists, practitioners, and high courts, have been allocated
more defacto power than have the popular majority. As ifthis were not problematic enough
from a democratic point of view, these elites, it is claimed, also use their greater power to
work against 'the people's' will. And the reason they do so is the 'globalist'human rights
ideology' The charge that political leaders raise in such narratives is ultimately the charge
of betrayal: The human rights-inspired establishment betrays the interests of the good
ordinary people who suffer because of the de-politicization the moral discourse of rights
and equality carries with it. This is indeed a novel challenge for human rights supporters
and one many find so frightening that rational thinking gives way to a polemics of panic.ru

Let us look at some most recent examples of such sentiments that have echoes in
developed countries as well as in the global South. Upon taking office in 201g as president
of Brazil, |air Bolsonaro's reputation as a proud despiser of human rights principles - the
ban on torture' the human dignity of women and gay people, indigenous rights, and the
like - was already well established.aT Inter aria,he is reported to have said:

45 As for.the term 'populism', I apply it in a narrow, and, if you will, scientiilc understanding that departsfrom the popularized meaning ofpopulism in some ways. Populists are actors who claim to represent auniformed will ofthe 'true' people against supercilious or even corrupt elite. Depending on how ,.the 
people,,

is defined - in terms ofa mere civic unity, in terms ofblood, culture, or religion etc.'-, these actors can bealso nationalists, but not necessarily. cf. also Frick, 2019; J.-w. Müller, what is populkml, philadelphia.
(20 I 6).

46 cfl, e'g., S. I(ran, 'uN's Human Rights chief compares 'Demagogues, Donald rrump, Niger Farage andGeert wilders to ISIS', rftz lnttepeiitent,6 September 2016. Available at https://www.independent.co.uk/

li]lll:]91ryt*ics/un-s-human-rights-chief-compares-donald-trump-nigei-farage-and-geert-wilders-ro-rsrs_a7227486.htm1.
47 cf S Simöes, 'Brazil's Polarizing New President, Jair Bolsonaro, in His own word s,, The New york Times,6 September 2018. Available ai https://www.nfimes.com/20t8 /10/28/world,lamericas/brazil-president-
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Are we obliged to give these bastards [criminals] a good life? They spend their

whole lives fucking us and those of us who.wo't nl"t to give them a good life

in prison. Thty 'h;;;;;themselves' 
tull stop' That's it' dammitlag

RodrigoDuterte'presidentofthePhilippinessince2016,wouldnotreproachBolsonaro
for such a positi""' h th;;;; "'"tu 

i'""' :t 
h; called for as little restriction as possible

in order to protect ,h.';;";rdlo" a"a t",'rghold the greatest good' for the greatest

number."a' H. -ut"' it tlu' that human rights (advocatt'j b"t"' t'ot get in his way: "And

when illegal a'og op"'*'o"'-i""' "u"' 
ana Utooay' advocatesof hltn ttgtto lash at -

andpillory-oo,tu*..,ro,..,,anatni,ua-ioi,t,utio,'tonoend'Sadly,Ihaveyettoreally
hear howls of prot.rt iro- the human rights advocates and church leaders against

drug-lordism, a'ug atu;g u"d dtog po'hlnS,as forcefrrl and vociferous as the ones directed

against the alleged "rr;;"tr"*f 
.rrfJ...* in the fight against this social scourge'' He adds:

"Your concern is f'uman 
"gh"' 

*tt" is human lives'"s0

A symbolic figure in populism's ascenall;f in Europe' Hun-garian Prime Minister

Viktor orbän has in a similar manner pro*lä to prot;ct the HunEarian people from

social threats, above 'li'"ö; -'g'uti*.f'o- the global South' The inability of the

European unio" t" d;;;; p'"*'o *"a" uJo"' i" Äe course of' and after the so-called

migration crisis of ;;;-i;;"' strengthened oöän's position' With populism going

mainstream, orbän no longer is an outsider to the european family' His core credo is that

the protectio" "f 
.h.;;;;;rian - and, ultimately, European - people from the ills of

contemPorary *ig'utlo" iJa fateful ch"''t"gt ;;;;;* r'" l"nt o"t who is able to face it"

_ not least because t. i, "* intoxicated uy ljoturirt (read: human rights) ideals" but

faithfirl to the true 
'out"ig"' 

the people' In his own words:

[I]f we permit mass migration to take place' this t'"f TO 
transform the

characterofco",'.,n,u,,ä'ransformtheq.'ut',yoroo,lives' 
[''.]'Ibelievethat

decisionsmu,."",o"-"uewithoutaskirrgthepeople.TheprobleminEurope

http://www.kormanY
an-uPward-Path'
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today arises from the fact that peopre are unable to express their opinions - or
if they do express them, they are ignored by their leaders.52

3 To CoNcroe on Nor CoNcroe?

Reconstructing why human rights - or certain of their aspects - deserve criticism in the
view of some is the precondition for evaluating such criticism or, if you will, for arriving
at a critique of critique. At this metalevel, we have to distinguish two questions: (a) which
criticisms are valid? and (b) which criticisms should concern us (most)? It would be a
mistake to be concerned only about valid critique since false assumptions and accusations
can also be very powerful in particular in democratic contexts. At the same time, some
criticisms may be justified, and yet their relevance may be limited (e.g., predominantly to
scholars).

3.1 What Is Valid Critique?

Valid or justified criticism is criticism equipped with reasons. How these should look in
order to be acceptable is, however, often contested - not only because peopre may differ
in terms of what they accept as (good) reasons but also because they may not even see such
reasons if they, for instance, do not sufficiently scrutinize certain types of critique.

A popular criterion used to set apart justified from unjustified criticism is
constructiveness, which is described as the motivation to improve instead of damaging
the object of critique. In this argument, human rights critique is valid if it aims at an overall
strengthening or stabilizing of human rights. This standard of valid criticism, however,
may be problematic in at least two ways. The first challenge can be met more easily. This
involves clarification of the exact nature of human rights, without which there is no
Suarantee that critics and 'defenders' of human rights are referring to the same
phenomenon' If they were not, 'constructive' wourd then soon become a fighting word
rather than serving as an arbiter.

This is why, on the metalever of human rights critique, the question of what human
rights are supposed to denote needs to be addressed. I propose a minimal definition, notonly because I believe that it encapsulates the "core" of human rights, but arso, formethodological reasons, in order to work with a least partial definition at this point.

52 V. Orbän, ,prime 
Minister Viktor O rb än's St at ement Following his Meeting with prime Minister ofthe CzechRepublicAndrej Babi!',1 December 2018. Available at http://www.kormany .hu/en/the-prime-minister/the-

babi.
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human rights are claims of sPecial imPortance to human life

U
that every

nderstood in this manner'

human being should be entitled to and that implY duties on the part of others

and, in Particular , on the Part of states.
of standards of constructiveness

Another Problem with validating criticism in terms

the hidden Premlse according to which human rights are quasi-Perfect already

and are in need, at most' of minor revisions rather than significant deconstruction' But
involves

what if some tenets, even roots' of human rights need to be destroYed in order to safeguard

the ProsPerous
future of human rights themselves? This is exactlY what tadical human

critique from feminist or postcolonial persPectives implies: Human rights need to

rights biases' PerhaPs in this

be striPPed from their'male'' 'white,' 'liberal, ' 'secular,' and other

case too, the grand aspiration is that, bY leveling such criticism and Proceeding in

policY directions' 'true' human rights can be established' Again, some (more

'progresslve
rights' might not recognize suchhuman rights, allegedlY

traditional) advocates of 'human

purified from bias, as human rights at all.
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from alleging criticism as
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of genuine motivation (as distinguished

us very far either - not onlY because

charging someone with acting on the basis of Pretense can itselfbecome a pretense for not

with criticism' Referring to Lee Kuan Yew and the Asian values debate, Andrew

engaging of political oPPressron should

Fagan exPresses his view that "attemPted rationalisations

intellectual weight'
Dsr Were Lee's critical views of "Western human

[not] be accorded much
more than a convenient excuse for a desPot ? How is it then that

rights" ultimatelY nothing but (also) as a prototYPe of the

so many saw him not primarilY as the oPPressor

well-meamng' devoted ruler according to the Confucian ideal?

cases adjusted his views

Lee thought deeplY about Political questions

and believe'

and in manY

not least through friendshiPs with

according to what he came to experience
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt' It is evident from

other statesmen such as former German

his writings that Lee did not desPise the Western model but rather tried to draw selective

lessons from it and to avoid what he believed to be its flaws. He did not criticize human

rights as a Pretext for notbeing held accountable for deviations fr om classical humanrights

law (e'g" in the context of criminal law), but in fact advocated these deviations as the best

solutions to

tackling'ia

the Problems that he, as the founding father of a nation' was resPonsible
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one may argue that Lee still did not criticizehuman rights from within but rather as
an outsider to their nature and logic.55 This shows that differentiations between criticism
ftom within andfrom outside are challenging, too. After all, what is inside and what is not?
More importantly, whyshould critique from opponents ofhuman rights neverbe justified
at all? A telling example in this regard is Edmund Burke's critique of the revolutionary
rights of man in France.s6 Commonlytaken as the author of "the manifesto of the Counter
Revolution"'s7 Burke nevertheless shared some of the ideas of his rivals, for example, that
absolute monarchy was to be rejected and that there are (some) moral or .natural, 

rights
that precede government, though he did not task government with the duty of their
realization.58 What Burke strongly objected to, however, were revolutionary means for
bringing about an age of rights - at least in cases where governmental tFranny was not
excessive'5t Does this make him a critic from inside or from outside'human rights'? And
again, why would this matter for the question of whether his critique was justified?

Critique is valid to the extent it is based on true claims.
The truth of empirical claims can be assessed (in principle) by checking whether what

is claimed is actuallythe case' Take, for instance, the critique of the effectiveness of human
rights (law). If one maintains "that human rights law has failed to accomplish its
objectives,"60 others could draw on inquiries into facts that point in the other direction.6r
still' the evaluation of facts makes quite diverse outcomes possible - does, for example,
the ratification ofhuman rights treaties byregimes hostile to human rights speak of success
or failure? - yet at least the standard of empirical truth frames an overseeable arena in
which claims can be (con)tested. As meager as this might seem to some, empirical validity
- although difficult to establish - is an eminent benchmark since almost all arguments
involve factual claims at some point, (counter)critique of human rights being no exception.
The critique of human rights as being inherently biased towards .white 

males,, for example,
relies heavily on historical claims whose accuracy is sometimes doubtful. Whoever is

55 one could' however, also suggest the contrary by pointing.to quotes like these: "My idea ofa good societyis one-where everybody has enough to eat, a home, gooJhealth, good education for their children and agood future for them. To do that, we must have a strJng, clean government, which is fair, which is honest,which works to provide people with equal opportunities, regardless of their race, religion and sex.', (Lee,
2013, 140.)

56 E' Burke"Reflections on the Revolution in France and on the Proceedings in certain societies in LondonRelativetothatEvent'InaLetter" inThewort<softheRightHonorableEdäunilBurke,Boston. (l7g0lt8g4).57 I' Mackintosh' vindiciae Gallicae: Defence of the French Revotution and its English Admirers against the
qo Accusations ofthe Right Hon. tdmund Surke,tondon. xi. (1791).

trovernment is not made in-virtue of natura.l rights which may and do exist in total independence of it, -
i:l-:)(trt in much greater creamess, and in a äuch greater degree of abstract perfection [...],, (Burke,1790/r894,310).

59 "Governments must be abused and deranged indeed, before it can be thought of; and the prospect ofthe
60 

future must be as bad as the experience of the past,, (Burke, l79Ll tgg4, 2Z t).
;; l;^- 

.oll.I:.Tfr, Twilight of Human Rights Law. Oxford. 7. (2014).
ur'' e g'' K' sikkink,Evidencefot Hope: frakingHuman Rights work in the 21st century,princeton. (2017).
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judgments'

convinced by the claim that "the moment when Europe was in the *l:'"tu struggle for

hberry, equaliry *d f'";;;:';;;;;"'''ott'"'I"iinued 
to be subjugated under the

weight of colonialism ";;i;;tt'"ui 
should bt "bb;; 

answer on how' for example' the

massmovementfortheabolitionoftheslave.,"u.''n.BritishEmpirefitsintothatall
too somber narrative'63 . . r, -: ^^l ^-,1 -ormative ones, do not allow for

Other types of clums' in particular axiological and normative ones'
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fundamentally opposing orientations 1'1'"'d:;; 
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can, however, 
"u.n 

*ith-rrrch a noncognitivist stance, assess claims in terms of logical flaws

(for example, why should a normative ,..r,.rr.Joli"rived from a descriptive one?) and

inconsistencies(howcanRandnon.Abeu,,.,'.datthesametime?)orgeneralconcepts
of fairness (fo' tta-plt' *hy foto' o" thi'."';t:t 'o 
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3.2 Should AU Ctitiques Concern lJs Equally?

To be sure, once criticism of human rights is found to be valid' it alwals - as a matter of

principle - deserves fai'l.t"i'""' 
"o*Itt"'' 

ü"J 
"' 

iu'*t' criticism that independently

from its validity deserves consideration u..urrr. i i,ia) jirected against the fundamentals
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givenrightscharter66i,ud"*y"y"dendeavor.As^hasbecomeclearoverthecourseofthe

62 Kapur,2006'673 ,1 ,:r.rn AHistoryofSlaveryandAntßlavery,cambridge.(2009)'61 E.s.' S. Drescher ' 
Aboutt(

A UiiversalDeclaration' Lrt'l'
Täx***,':ffi 
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recent years' Arendt's critique is relevant beyond the historical context. statelessness,migration, and poritical persecution put the promises of human rights and their moral
pathos into perspective. It is hence no surprise that Arendt's reflectilns on human rights
and the implications of her critique for the contemporary international order are debated
intensively nowadays'67 while she herself did not hint at any concrete solution to the"aporia of human rights,"6s those inspired by her thoughts turn to different panaceas,
ranging from the universal protection of human rights by means of a worrd polity (about
which Arendt was profoundly skeptical), to the protection of these rights by individual,
yet effective and cooperative states, or even the substitution of any legal human rights
domain with moral cosmopolitanism.

up to the present day, we have faced the dilemma that human rights are either protected
by states and are thus arways exclusive to some degree or they ur."rro, protected at a1. Solong as so many states are fai-ling or have fai-led, human rlghts in the form of basic rights
(Grundrechte) are all we can reasonably aim at - for the time being. Arendt,s critique is of
fundamental importance for the concept of human rights as it forceJuman rights advocates
to thi-nkmore thoroughiyabout the structural dimension ofhuman rights in a politico-legal
vein rather than being swept away by the morar grandeur of rights ,J.urily pro-ised and
yet so arduously implemented.

A rather different sort of human rights critique is one suggesting a betrayar of a demos,
that is, a sovereign peopre, by human rights or its 'eritist' ua'o."t.Jrt, popularity among
electorates in so many countries worldwide undoubtedly makes this criticism a candidate
for urgent and earnest engagement. Human rights are indeed in trouble once they arechallenged on the grounds of their sister concept, democracy. However, this challenge
cannot be approached if one remains petrified and capable only of morarizing mantras.
Some might feel unease at this statement. Is it not evident that popurists who condemnhuman rights merely exploit base sentiments and set up ,."p.goutri t, not an we can expectfrom them "demagoguery fueling prejudice and unfounded fear,,?6e Is not the best way toaddress the problem such political actors constitute for the human rights project to shametheir voters and insti-il in them that human rights are not to be touched, and to brandeveryone who thinks otl

^ 
ro b e su re, p opuri,, p'liäJ,";:'l" o,ä[: T]:älTl,n p,o'".",, ab ov e ar th e i d ö efixe of the one, true wiil of the people 1*he.eas, in fact, only a prurality of individuat winsexist that are equally sovereign as citizens, regardless ofwhether they happen to be in the

;e. (2009).

n: "The dePrivation ofhuman

l"n lor". his Pla.e in the world

nge t o t aler H e ft schat'l, Mtntcn
2i flfal,,rt;rT""oyer, 

A. Hunt, L. Maxwell & S. Moyn, The Right to Have Rights,London. (2018).
69 
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Political self-determination, the right to security, the right to freedom of speech, and
many more: In some instances, populist actors do frame their ambitions in human rights
terms.Ta Instead of assuming that every time they do so they are merelyplaying the human
rights card based on sinister motives, it may prove rewarding to lend one ear to their
arguments, keeping in mind that they represent a large number of people whose hearts
and minds need not be closed indefinitely to counterarguments. As a matter of fact, the
way we respond to human rights criticism has an impact on how that criticism further
evolves. Ifdialogue is suspended or even frowned upon, it can turn the charge ofbetrayal
of a people by its globalist elite into a charge of tyranny.However, it also can assist people
to see the good of the argument on either side - if human rights are not turned into a

church with a special class of high priests banning the unorthodox from entry. If human
rights advocates choose the latter, they would attract exactly the sort ofcriticism Bentham
has already levelled against natural law 'despots': "In us is the perfection of virtue and
wisdom [. . . ]. our will shall consequently reign without controul [sic], and for ever [. . . ]."75

At the same time, human rights cannot be compromised for appeasement's sake at any
price. In times in which ever more different understandings and interpretations of human
rights exist, it is crucial that we come to an understanding of where the "red lines" lie.76

We should be prepared to find them transgressed even when no aggressive political rhetoric
indicates human rights critique or even hostility. As Leslie vinjamuri reminds us:

when leaders openly denigrate the rights of individuals based on gender,
religion' or race, there is good reason to protest. But strategies that pay some
heed to existing norms and institutional frameworks can be equally or even
more subversive and maybe harder to block in part because they do not always
garner the same public outrage.TT

74 Sometimes, they even pledge commitment to 'human rights', leaving us with the question as to their sincerity
but also with a self-imposed standard to judge their political work. As Rodrigo Duterte stated: "Human
rights to me means giving Filipinos, especially those at the society's fringes, a decent and dignified future
through the social and physical infrastructures necessary to better their lives" (2018). Even the model ofa
'Christian democracy', pursued by Vikror Orbrin, is envisioned by him to "guarante[e] human dignity,
freedom and security, protect[t] equality between men and women and the traditional family model, sup-
pres[s] anti-semitism, defen[d] our Christian culture and offe[r] our nation the chance ofsurvival and
growth." V. Orbän, ?rime Minister Viktor Orbän's Address after Swearing the Prime-ministerial Oath of
Oflice', l0 May 2018. Available at https://wvw.kormany.hu/en/the-prime-ininister/the-prime-minister-s-
speeches/orime- minister-viktor-orban-s-address-after-swearing-the-prime-ministerial-oath-of-office.

75 Bentham, tZgelt843.501.
76 Cf. Frick,2019.
77 L' Vinjamuri, 'Human Rights Backlash', in st. Hopgood, J. Snyder & L. vinjamuri (eds.), Human Rights

Fufures, Cambridge. I 14, 133. (2017).
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4 CoNcLUsroN

Inthischapter,Ihaveillustratedthreemajorthrustsofhumanrightscritique,Pastand
present,andofferedageneraloutlineforacritiqueofcritique.Today,theimpressionor
feeling that resistanct to n"-- rights law and tho"ght is on the rise in various pads of

theworldiswidelysharedarnongthoseintheglobal.humanrightscamp.''Beingmindful

of the long-standing tradition oi criticizing "human rights" could alleviate (some o0 the

anxieties surrounding the current state of human riihts affairs. The specific moral of

humanrights,(recent)historyIwouldliketoextractis,however,notsimpleencouragernent
in the sense of 

,,If you t al irre banner of human rights, be prepared to come under fire

because that i, .ru.uy *rru, distinguishes the enlighte;ed from the brute'" Rather' it consists

intheadvicetoembraceanyinvitationto.u.,,"stlyreflectonwhathlmanrightsareor
should be - even if this invitation is provoked by voices we (initially) disagree with'

sometimes deePlY'

Critique,fromacriticalrationalistperspective,isneverfutile,neitherifwelearnfrom
itdirectly,norifwelearnfromitindirectly,thatis,whenweshouldfinditunfounded.In
order to decide which is the case' criticism has to be reconstructed and itselfassessed using

instruments of critique. This requires relinquishing prejudices we might have grown fond

of because they protect us from asking the same questions over and over again' Human

rights, I would argue, belong exactly to this category of problems' Emanations of modern

politicalthought,theyareneithersacrosanctnorinvariant'Wecannotbutthinkthem
anew and defend them time and again'
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